DNA-damage tolerance (DDT) via translesion DNA synthesis (TLS) or homology-dependent repair (HDR) functions to bypass DNA lesions encountered during replication, and is critical for maintaining genome stability. Here, we present piggyBlock, a new chromosomal assay that, using piggyBac transposition of DNA containing a known lesion, measures the division of labor between the two DDT pathways. We show that in the absence of DNA damage response, tolerance of the most common sunlightinduced DNA lesion, TT-CPD, is achieved by TLS in mouse embryo fibroblasts. Meanwhile, BP-G, a major smoke-induced DNA lesion, is bypassed primarily by HDR, providing the first evidence for this mechanism being the main tolerance pathway for a biologically important lesion in a mammalian genome. We also show that, far from being a last-resort strategy as it is sometimes portrayed, TLS operates alongside nucleotide excision repair, handling 40% of TT-CPDs in repair-proficient cells. Finally, DDT acts in mouse embryonic stem cells, exhibiting the same pattern--mutagenic TLS included--despite the risk of propagating mutations along all cell lineages. The new method highlights the importance of HDR, and provides an effective tool for studying DDT in mammalian cells.
INTRODUCTION
DNA repair mechanisms, though highly efficient, cannot completely eliminate DNA damage, that is estimated to occur at a rate of tens of thousands of lesions in each mam-malian cell, every day (1) . This has particular implications for DNA replication during S phase, as constant lesion formation renders the encounter of the replication machinery with damaged bases inevitable. When this happens, the completion of chromosome replication depends upon processes collectively labeled DNA damage tolerance (DDT) (2) (3) (4) . Two classes of damage tolerance mechanisms are known: translesion DNA synthesis (TLS) and homologydependent repair (HDR) (5) . In TLS, the lesion is bypassed via synthesis of DNA across it by specialized DNA polymerases, while in HDR the missing sequence information opposite the lesion is obtained from the intact nested sister chromatid. Not much is known about the division of labor between the two pathways in mammals.
Much of the study of DNA damage repair and tolerance is carried out by treating cells with DNA damaging agents and quantifying their effect on aspects of the cell's life such as viability, mutation load, genome integrity or replication progression. To obtain a quantifiable population-level effect, treatment must exceed a certain threshold, that often lies beyond common real-life exposure levels, and that triggers activation of DNA damage response signaling. Such approaches are therefore ill suited to the study of low level, sporadic DNA damage. This challenge can be addressed by functional assays in which sequencing the bypass outcome of individual known lesions integrated into chromosomal DNA helps identify the DDT mechanism involved. Recent work in Escherichia coli (6) and human cells (5) demonstrated the feasibility of this approach. Here we present piggyBlock, a piggyBac transposition-based system for the chromosomal integration of replication-blocking lesions. This new assay system has the advantages of highly efficient integration and of a broad, hot spot-free integration locus spectrum (7) (8) (9) . Its flexible integration cassette design is another improvement from a phage-derived system (5, 10) that promotes whole plasmid loop-in. We use piggyBlock to transpose DNA containing known replication-blocking lesions into cultured cells' chromosomes and isolate individual DDT events via clonal selection. Using this single cell-single event assay system, we show that in murine cells tolerance of different lesions is achieved by distinct DDT pathways, and that this occurs in the absence of exogenous stress and DDR signaling. We investigate damage tolerance of two representative DNA lesions, cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD) and benzo[a]pyrene-guanine (BP-G), each implicated in one of the best-known environmentally caused cancers. CPD is the most common lesion caused by ultraviolet (UV) radiation from sunlight or other sources, while BP-G is a product of smoke. We show that these lesions are subject to very different DDT treatments in chromosomes. While a single thymine-thymine cis-syn cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (TT-CPD) in a mouse genome is bypassed by TLS, tolerance of a single BP-G is achieved in most cases by HDR.
Embryonic stem (ES) cells are the starting material of every multi-cellular organism, and as such will transmit any mutations and chromosomal aberration to all tissues. Therefore, extremely stringent management of DNA damage may seem advantageous for these cells and indeed, ES cells exhibit lower survival rates following treatment with several genotoxic agents than that observed in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Genomic stability of the surviving cells depends upon DNA damage repair and tolerance mechanisms. Rad54, a possible HDR participant, was implicated in replication fork recovery in murine ES (mES) cells following UV irradiation, in particular in nucleotide excision repair (NER)-deficient cells, but the precise identity of the UV-induced lesion that is its substrate is not known (15) . Here, we show that DDT by both TLS and HDR occurs in mES cells, and exhibits characteristics very similar to those observed in MEFs, including mutagenic TLS.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lesion plasmid construction
To construct piggyBlock lesion plasmids, lesion cores were ligated into piggyBlock (Supplementary Data S1), a vector derived from 5 -PTK-3 piggyBac (7) . In the construction of this vector, restriction sites for BpiI and SfiI, ∼1 kb apart, were introduced, which are used for lesion core introduction. Lesions were (+)-trans-BPDE-N 2 -dG (BP-G) and TT-CPD. To generate each lesion-containing duplex DNA insert, one lesion-containing oligo and five supporting oligos, or two lesion-containing oligos and four supporting oligos were used. To assemble the lesion core, 100 pmol of each oligo were phosphorylated using polynucleotide kinase and adenosine triphosphate. The six oligos were then combined at final 1 M each and annealed in the presence of 125 mM NaCl by heating to 75 • C for 10 min and cooling to 4 • C at 1 • C/min in a Biometra thermal cycler. The annealed lesion core was combined with 100 g (∼30 pmol) of restriction-digested piggyBlock vector at 1:2 vector-insert ratio and ligated in final 5 ml using 2×10 4 units T4 DNA ligase New England Biolabs (NEB), overnight at 4 • C. The ligation product was ethanol precipitated and the supercoiled fraction excised from agarose gel.
To assemble the lesion core for the piggyBlockBP-G1 single lesion plasmid, we used lesion oligo BP-G1: CAT[BP-G]CGTCCTAC. Supporting oligos were oIC67: AATGCGATCTGAC, oIC68: CAGTGGAATATC-TAGTGTAGGACGtATGCTCCTTGAACGCGGT, oIC70: GCGTTCAAGGAG, oIC71: ACTAGATATTC-CACTGCACGTGACGAACGTCAGATCG and oIC82: GTTCGTGACGTG. The lesion core for piggyBlockBP-G3 was created using lesion oligo BP-G3: GTTCGT[BP-G]ACGTG. Supporting oligos were oIC67, oIC68, oIC70, oIC71 and oIC83: CATGCGTCCTAC. Lesion oligos used in the construction of the piggyBlockBP-G1-3 dual-lesion plasmid were BP-G1 and BP-G3. Supporting oligos were oIC67, oIC68, oIC70 and oIC71. To assemble the single lesion duplex for piggyBlockTT-CPD1, we used lesion oligo TT-CPD1: TGCGA[TT]GCACG and supporting oligos oIC132: AATGCGAGGACTG, oIC133: GAGATG-GAATATCTAGTCGTGCGGTCGCATCCCAAG-GATGCGGT, oIC135: GCATCCTTGGGA, oIC136: ACTAGATATTCCATCTCTGCGCCCTCACGCAGTC-CTCG and oIC151: CGTGATTGCGCA. Assembly of the single lesion duplex for piggyBlockTT-CPD2 used lesion oligo TT-CPD2 CGTGA[TT]GCGCA and supporting oligos oIC132, oIC133, oIC135, oIC136 and oIC150: TGCGATTGCACG. To generate lesion cores for piggyBlockTT-CPD dual plasmids, lesion oligos CPD1 and CPD2 were used. Supporting oligos in the lesion core for piggyBlockTT-CPDCF were oIC132, oIC133, oIC135 and oIC136. piggyBlockTT-CPDFC supporting oligos were oIC138: AATGCCATGACAT, oIC139: CTCTGGTTTATCTAAGGCGTGCGGTCG-CACGGGTTGAACGCGGT, oIC141: GCGTTCAAC-CCG and oIC142: CCTTAGATAAACCAGAGTGCGC-CCTCACGATGTCATGG.
Transposase-encoding helper plasmids were mPB (7) and HyPB (16) .
Cell culture and transfection
Xpa −/− MEFs were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM; GIBCO/BRL) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; HyClone), 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 g/ml streptomycin (Biological Industries). DR-4 irradiated, puromycin-resistant mouse embryonic fibroblasts (iMEFs) prepared by the WIS stem cell unit served as feeder layer for cultivating mESC. Feeder layers were cultivated on 0.1% gelatin-(Sigma) coated plates in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM Lalanyl L-Gln (Biological Industries), sodium pyruvate (Biological Industries) and 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 g/ml streptomycin. Neomycin-and hygromycin-resistant Xpa −/− mES cells were cultivated in DMEM supplemented with FBS 15%, non-essential amino acid solution (Biological Industries), 2 mM L-alanyl L-Gln, ␤-mercaptoethanol (GIBCO/BRL), 10ng/ml Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF; Peprotech), CHIR99021 (3 M, GSK3␤i, Axon Medchem) and PD0325901 (1 M, ERK1/2i, Axon Medchem). The cells were incubated at 37 • C in a 5% CO 2 atmosphere and periodically examined for mycoplasma contaminations by EZ-PCR test kit (Biological Industries).
Single lesion piggyBlock constructed plasmids were transfected into MEFs in 10 cm culture dishes using Jet PEI (Polyplus). Each dish was transfected with 10 ng of piggy-Block constructed lesion plasmid and 1 g HyPB helper plasmid (16) . Puromycin selection (1 g/ml) was administered 24 h post-transfection. Transfection of dual piggy-Block plasmids was performed in six-well format. Each well was transfected with 50 ng of constructed piggyBlock lesion plasmid and 200 ng mPB helper plasmid (7, 16) . After 48 h, the cells from each well were sub-cultured in puromycin (Sigma, final 1 g/ml) medium in four 10 cm culture dishes. After 7-10 days of selection, individual colonies were each manually removed into a well of a 96-well culture plate and further cultivated to full confluence.
Mouse ES cells were transfected in gelatinized 12well plates without feeder layers, in 1:1 iMEF-and mESC-conditioned medium with LIF, CHIR99021 and PD0325901. Cells were transfected using Xfect (Clontech) with 50 ng piggyBlock constructed lesion plasmid and 1 g mPB helper plasmid. Cells from each well were sub-cultured 24 h post-transfection into two 10 cm culture dishes containing puromycin resistant feeder layers and selection was performed with 1.8 g/ml puromycin for 4-6 days. Mouse ES colonies were isolated using AVISO Mechatronic Systems' CellCelector. Clones were cultivated in 96-well plates, in 1:1 iMEF-and mESC-conditioned medium without feeder layer, for 2 days prior to harvesting.
DNA isolation, amplification and sequencing
Genomic DNA were isolated in 96-well format from frozen cell pellets, using Epicentre's (Illumina) Quick-Extract. Nested Genomic polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in 96-well format was performed using Phire hot start II DNA polymerase from Thermo Scientific (Finnzymes). Primer sequences for the first amplification were oIC129: GTCGCTGTGCATTTAGGACA and oIC131: CAGAAAGCGAAGGAGCAAAG. Second amplification primer sequences were oIC14: CTTC-CATTTGTCACGTCCTG and oIC130: GCTTGTCAAT-GCGGTAAGTG.
To produce inverse PCR (iPCR) templates, 20 l of genomic DNA were digested with restriction enzyme Csp6I in a final volume of 50 l, then self-ligated for 2 h at room temperature. Primers for the first iPCR amplification were oIC130 and oIC 269: CGACTGAGATGTC-CTAAATGCAC. Second iPCR amplification primer sequences were oIC265: TGTCCTAAATGCACAGCGAC and oIC270: GACCAATTGGAAGACCCAAT. Products were precipitated with polyethylene glycol prior to sequencing as previously described (17) . Fluorescent labeling was performed using BigDye terminator 1.1 (Invitrogen) with sequencing primer oIC106: GGGGAACTTC-CTGACTAGGG for regular PCR and oIC263: TTA-GAAAGAGAGAGCAATATTTCAAGAATG for iPCR. Sequences were read using Applied Biosystems' AB3130XL Genetic Analyzer. iPCR products were analyzed using the iMapper software (18) and the chromosomal map (Figure 1D) was produced using Ensembl (19) .
RESULTS
piggyBlock, a chromosomal replication block assay system
piggyBlock is a new assay system that introduces DNA carrying specific lesions in a known sequence context into the chromosomes of mammalian cells in culture, via pig-gyBac transposition. It was developed as a tool for investigating DDT at the sequence level. piggyBlock's plasmidborne chromosomal integration cassette consists of piggy-Bac terminal repeats flanking a single known DNA lesion, or pair of lesions positioned 30 base pair apart on opposite strands ( Figure 1A and B ). Also in the transposition cassette is the gene encoding the puromycin resistance protein for selection of stably transfected clones ( Figure 1A) . These were transfected, along with a helper plasmid encoding the piggyBac transposase protein, into murine cells. Transposase expressed from the helper plasmid then integrated the lesion-containing DNA into a chromosomal locus (Figure 1A) in a quasi-random manner (8, 9) . After transfection, cells were subjected to puromycin selection and clones containing individual lesion bypass events propagated and isolated, from which genomic DNA was extracted. This DNA was used as template for regular PCR or iPCR (20) , and subsequent sequence analysis ( Figure 1C ). To exclude the possibility of lesions being removed by the NER pathway, experiments were conducted using cells that lack a functional Xpa gene, known to be indispensable for NER activity (21) .
To discriminate between TLS and HDR, the nucleotide placed opposite the lesion was one which was previously shown to be rarely inserted by TLS (22, 23) . TLS most frequently inserts the correct nucleotide--dCMP--opposite BP-G (accurate TLS) and, at a lower incidence, dAMP (mutagenic TLS). We therefore engineered the rarely occurring T or G opposite BP-G ( Figure 1B) . Thus, synthesis by TLS through a BP-G:T pair is expected to most frequently restore the original G:C base pair (Figure 2 , TLS branch), or introduce a T:A mutation in case of the less frequent mutagenic TLS. In contrast, HDR acquires the opposite strand nucleotide, leading to the formation of an A:T base pair at the lesion site ( Figure 2 , HDR branch). Each lesion was assayed using two different piggyBlock plasmids, each containing the damaged base in a different sequence context and with a different mismatch ( Figure 1B ). This ensures that the opposite strand signature representing HDR is indeed that, rather than a default signature unrelated to the identity of the base opposite the lesion. Cells were propagated in the transfection dish under puromycin selection to form mosaic colonies, each containing replication products of both the lesion-containing strand and the intact strand. TLS proceeds through the lesion strand and as such it preserves, when accurate, the identity of the lesion-carrying base. Therefore, by virtue of a damaged G being present opposite a T (or G), TLS events give rise to a double peak signature in the sequence file, as progeny of both the lesion strand and the intact, opposite strand are present at the same sequence position in the mosaic colony ( Figure 2 ; sequence peaks of both A and G are seen at the location corresponding to the lesion). HDR, on the other hand, proceeds through the base opposite the lesion, so its signature consists of a single peak, the one complementary to the intact base opposite the lesion (Figure 2 ; a single sequence peak of A is present at the location corresponding to the lesion). When piggyBlock plasmids containing a lesion in each strand were transfected, cells were sub-cultured 48 h post-transfection, to allow the progeny of each strand to propagate separately into an individual colony. In this setup, sequences are predicted to always contain single peaks. Opposite strand peaks in the case of HDR and lesion strand peaks for TLS (5) .
We performed iPCR (20) on a subset of our clones, to examine whether the lesion cassette is indeed present in a chromosomal location. The restriction site used in template preparation, Csp6I, was positioned in the piggyBlock A non-complementary nucleotide that is rarely inserted by TLS was engineered opposite the damaged base(s). During the first-replication posttransfection, bypass by accurate TLS inserts the correct complementary base (C) opposite the damaged template base (BP-G; marked by a star), while replication on the opposite strand in the same cell places A opposite the template T. Further rounds of replication result in a mosaic colony, and the lesion position is visualized as a double peak in the sequence file. Bypass by HDR in the first replication places T in the same sequence position, that is inserted opposite the A in the nascent sister chromatid that serves as alternative template. This is visualized in the sequence file as a single peak, corresponding to the intact strand sequence.
integration cassette such that the amplicon spans the lesion core ( Figure 1A ), in addition to the chromosomal context in which lesion bypass took place ( Figure 1D ). This ensures that the sequenced bypass signatures are, indeed, present in a chromosomal context, rather than on a plasmid. We obtained genomic sequences from 27 clones. Two loci were observed twice, while the remaining 23 sequences were unique ( Figure 1D and Table 1 ). The 3 ends of 18 sequences contained the lesion core sequence, as predicted. In other clones, the genomic sequence was too long for the sequencing to reach the integration cassette at the end of the amplicon. In contrast to the C31-mediated integration loci that we previously reported (5), no integration hotspot was observed in the piggyBlock-derived clones.
Choice of damage tolerance pathway for a single DNA lesion is governed by the identity of the lesion
CPDs are the main DNA lesions produced by UV light. While they disrupt aromaticity, they only confer minor distortion on the DNA strand (24) . This lesion's excellent suitability as a TLS substrate (25,26) raises the question whether it also undergoes HDR, thus making it an intriguing candidate for the piggyBlock system. We scored 82 accurate TLS signatures across TT-CPD in the CPD1 data set and 86 in the CPD2 data set, while only 1 (<1%) signature consistent with HDR was observed in the CPD2 data set ( Figure 3A and Supplementary Table S1 ). Thus, not only is TLS an excellent mechanism for CPD tolerance, our results show it to be essentially the only DDT mechanism acting on this lesion, confirming at the molecular level the phenotypic observation that tolerance of CPD crucially depends upon TLS.
When we assayed BP-G in the same manner, 84% of the sequences exhibited HDR signatures (96/109 in BPG1 and 107/133 in BPG3, total 203/242, Figure 3B and Supplementary Table S2 ). Of the remaining 39 sequences (13 BP-G1 and 26 BP-G3), that represented TLS, five (13%) were mutagenic. This corresponds to about half the BP-G mutagenicity level observed in MEFs when assayed with an episomal lesion plasmid, that is a substrate for TLS but not for HDR (22, 27) . All five mutagenic TLS events contained the A signature characteristic of mutagenic TLS across BP-G ( Supplementary Table S2 ), recapitulating previous observations both in mouse and in human (22, 27) . Our results show that the DDT pattern across BP-G is nearly diametrically opposed to that employed for CPD. Surprisingly, once assayed alongside HDR, TLS across BP-G by DNA polymerases and (22) turns out to be a secondary tolerance pathway, not the main one for this lesion.
In interpreting sequences containing mixed peaks, we considered the fact that by virtue of the assay being conducted in NER-deficient cells, lesions that are integrated into the cells' chromosomes persist through the first replication and must be bypassed again during subsequent replications. Since lesions are not propagated, the contribution of iterative lesion bypass to the colony's population is diluted by a factor of two with each generation. If TLS occurred in the first replication, subsequent events will not affect the bypass signature. Whether an additional TLS event recapitulates the original TLS signature or a HDR event copies it, the resulting sequence will exhibit the same double peak (Figure 2 , TLS branch). However, a TLS event occurring during the second replication will leave a mark on a firstreplication HDR sequence, adding a smaller but still visible lesion-strand peak to the opposite-strand peak indicative of HDR (Supplementary Figure S3) . Therefore, the determination of the extents of TLS and HDR relies on the ability to discern whether a mixed-peak sequence should be taken as a TLS event or a 'contaminated' HDR event. To this end, we performed a simulation of the sequence signatures expected from various TLS/HDR ratios ( Supplementary Figures S3 and S4 and Supplementary Data S2). The detection threshold for a sequence variant by the capillary sequencing technology that we used is 10% of a mixed-sequence DNA sample (28) . This corresponds in the simulation to the third generation post-transposition. We analyzed our data using the QSV Analyser software (28) , that calculates allele ratio from Sanger sequencing output peak heights. We counted QSV Analyser peak ratios of 0.7:0.3 or closer to equal as representing TLS events. Opposite-strand to lesion-strand peak ratios from 0.8:0.2 to 1:0 were interpreted as HDR. Of the sequences reported above, 79% of the total (86 BP-G1 sequences and 106 BP-G3 sequences) contained pure opposite strand peaks (peak ratio 1:0 in QSV Analyser output), indicating that in these clones the lesion was bypassed by HDR in all three replications detectable by the system (28) . Of the remaining, mixed-peak sequences, 10 in the BP-G1 set and one in the BP-G3 set (4% of the total) were additional HDR events that contained residual lesion-strand peaks. Quantification by QSV Analyser confirms our direct observation, based on peak appearance, that the effect of repeated lesion bypass on the results is small.
TLS is the preferred tolerance pathway for clustered lesions in opposite strands
DNA damage can occur as isolated events, as in the case of the single synthetic lesions described above, or as clusters of two or more lesions (29) . The latter configuration may affect the availability of HDR in particular, as this pathway must involve some form of interaction between the nascent sister chromatids, whether through the formation of a Holliday junction, replication fork regression or another, uncharacterized process. Close proximity between clustered lesions in the two strands may therefore pose a steric constraint on the availability of HDR. To address this question, we used dual-lesion TT-CPD and BP-G piggyBlock plasmids, that contain a lesion in each strand, 30 bp apart ( Figure 1B) . Two TT-CPD piggyBlock constructs of slightly different local sequence contexts were used, with the thought that this may affect DDT pathway choice, but as it turned out, it did not. In accordance with the single TT-CPD results, HDR signatures were virtually absent from the dual TT-CPD data ( Figure 3C ). Of 128 events in the CPD-CF data set, 126 bore accurate TLS signatures, while the remaining two were consistent with a HDR signature ( Supplementary Table S3 ). Of the 112 events in the CPD-FC set, 111 gave the signature of accurate TLS, and only one was consistent with HDR ( Supplementary Table S3 ). Overall, 237/240 events were accurate TLS, and only three may represent HDR. However, at this low incidence (∼1%), it is impossible to distinguish between the HDR and the rare mutagenic TLS signatures. These data show that no inter-lesion proximity effect is at play in DDT across CPD, as the dual-and single-lesion constructs give the same results ( Figure 3A and C) . When BP-G was assayed in the dual-lesion configuration, again HDR events were observed, but at a much lower rate than with the single BP-G piggyBlock plasmids: Now, only 27% (43/159) of the sequences contained the HDR signa- ture ( Figure 3D ). This result follows the same trend we previously reported for human skin fibroblasts, using a C31based (10) chromosomal integration system (5) . Of the 116 TLS signatures, 16 (14%) were mutagenic. Nearly all mutagenic signatures (14/16) were, again, insertions of A opposite BP-G ( Supplementary Table S4 ).
DNA damage tolerance and repair in embryonic stem cells
To directly assay DDT in mES cells, we piggyBlocktransposed DNA segments containing dual BP-G or TT-CPD lesions into Xpa mES cell chromosomes. Expression of pluripotency markers was verified by quantitative reverse transcriptase-PCR (Supplementary Figure S1 ). HDR accounted for half the BP-G events in these cells (199/398), and TLS for the other half ( Figure 4A and Supplementary  Table S5 ). Mutation frequency of TLS across BP-G was 13% (25/199 ; Supplementary Table S5 ), similar to the 14% mutagenicity we observed in MEFs using the same piggy-Block plasmid. Of the 25 mutagenic signatures, 23 were A and the remaining two were G opposite BP-G insertions ( Supplementary Table S5 ). Thus, we show that both DDT mechanisms are active in mES cells. Of note, no evidence was found for safeguards against point mutations beyond those available in differentiated cells. Of the 149 CPD sequences, three (2%) were consistent with HDR and the remaining 146 with accurate TLS ( Figure 4B and Supplementary Table S6 ). These results are essentially identical to the ones obtained in MEFs.
To assess the contribution of DDT to genome maintenance, we assayed our piggyBlockTT-CPD dual-lesion plasmids in mES cells of the NER-proficient IB10 line, from which our Xpa cells were derived. Like HDR, NER uses the opposite strand sequence as template. Therefore, in cells in which this pathway is active, NER signatures are indistinguishable from those of HDR. In contrast to the Xpa data sets, this time we observed intact strand signatures in 59% of the events (47/78 in CPD-CF and 69/117 in CPD-FC, total 116/195; Figure 4C and Supplementary Table S7 ), most likely due to the activity of NER. Remarkably, a significant fraction--41% (79/195)--were TLS events, of which five (6%) were mutagenic ( Supplementary Table S7 ).
DISCUSSION
The piggyBlock assay system for analyzing the fate of replication-blocking lesions in chromosomes provides higher chromosomal integration efficiency than our previously reported C31-based system (5) . It therefore requires smaller amounts of the limited-resource constructed lesion plasmid. piggyBlock also offers higher construction flexibility, as only a DNA fragment of choice, rather than the entire plasmid, is integrated into the genome. Unlike the chromosomal integration loci that we obtained using the C31-baed system, a third of which mapped to the same locus (5) , the piggyBlock loci that we identified in this work revealed no integration hotspot. This is consistent with previous large-scale analyses' results (8, 9) . Lesion strand identification in this system is achieved via a mismatched lesion position, which raises the question whether mismatch repair (MMR) is implicated in producing the bypass signature. MMR is known to follow behind replication and to possess nascent strand recognition ability (30) . In our system, the lesion-mismatch is integrated into the chromosome en bloc, in a transposition event that is not coupled to replication, so neither strand is 'old' or 'new'. Indeed, our TT-CPD results, where each strand maintains its distinct original sequence, due to TLS that proceeds through the lesion strand, demonstrate that MMR does not act on our substrates. Combined with genome-editing techniques that became available in recent years (31) , the piggyBlock system can be used to genetically dissect DDT mechanisms in NER-deficient cell cultures. We have previously shown that in xeroderma pigmentosum variant (XPV) cells, that lack a functional pol, an episomal TT-CPD in a structure that can undergo TLS but not HDR is bypassed by either pol or pol, followed by pol , in a mutagenic manner (32) . The piggyBlock system can be used in cells that are deficient in both Xpa and pol, to examine whether this mutagenic TLS pathway or HDR is the main backup in the XPV syndrome.
It has been recognized for some time that DNA lesions have cognate TLS polymerases that specialize in their (relatively) efficient and accurate bypass. We have shown in previous work using an episomal plasmid system that is a substrate of TLS but not of HDR, that pol performs efficient and accurate bypass of TT-CPD, apparently unaided by any other TLS polymerase. Meanwhile, TLS across BP-G has a slower kinetics and requires the activity of two polymerases: pol for insertion of a base opposite the damaged base and pol for extension of the nascent strand from the lesionmismatch base pair (23) . Our present findings place these earlier ones in a broader context. They show that pol performs this task in all DDT events across CPD, while pol and pol only operate in a minority of DDT across BP-G events. Thus, the concept 'cognate polymerase' must be extended to 'cognate DDT pathway'. Accordingly, the question of how the right polymerase reaches the right lesion at the right time must be modified, to encompass the possibility of none of the TLS polymerases, but rather the HDR mechanism reaching the lesion site when it is the best tool for the job. Nevertheless, when HDR-related strand negotiation is made difficult by the presence of another lesion nearby in the opposite strand, as in the case of lesion clusters, tolerance of BP-G can still be achieved. In those cases, the bulk of the work is performed by TLS.
The high abundance of DNA damage and its frequent encounters with replication forks suggest that DDT mechanisms must be constitutively available, to facilitate the timely progression of DNA replication and cell division. Indeed, both TLS and HDR were observed in our experiments without induction of the DNA damage response. Cells were not treated with DNA damaging agents, and transfection/transposition did not induce the DNA damage response, as indicated by the lack of Ser345 Chk1 phosphorylation (33) (Supplementary Figure S2) . Thus, DDR is not essential for TLS and HDR operation, nor for orchestrating the different patterns of division of labor between the two observed for each of the lesions assayed. It would be interesting, however, to perform the piggyBlock assay in cells stressed by UV or another DDR-triggering agent, to investigate whether DDR alters the division of labor between the two pathways.
The use of piggyBlock to gauge TLS/HDR ratio requires that cells be NER-deficient, to prevent elimination of the lesions prior to replication. Yet the experiment performed in NER-proficient cells using piggyBlockTT-CPD revealed a significant fraction (41%) of events that proved to be TLS, despite the availability of the repair pathway. This can be attributed to TT-CPDs present in small numbers escaping detection by NER, by virtue of their structure that only mildly distorts the DNA double helix. Thus, TLS is not merely a last-resort mechanism for dealing with DNA damage that escaped removal by accurate repair systems, as it is portrayed at times. Rather, in the absence of DDR it is one of the mechanisms operating at the first line of defense against lesions blocking DNA replication.
Several studies have shown mES cells to be more sensitive to DNA damaging agents than differentiated cells (11) . This is often explained as a means for eliminating cells with damaged or mutated genomes that can endanger entire cell lineages. Yet, the abundance of DNA damage and the frequent encounters of replication forks with DNA lesions make it unlikely that every such encounter leads to cell death, as this would severely undermine embryo development. Indeed, we show that under conditions of low DNA damage abundance, mES cells are proficient at DDT, carrying out both TLS and HDR. Remarkably, their behavior is largely similar to that of MEFs, bypassing TT-CPD by accurate TLS and BP-G by either HDR or TLS. Of note, although TLS across BP-G was mostly accurate, a significant fraction (13%), similar to that observed in MEFs, was mutagenic. Epidemiological studies in humans have shown that BP-G DNA lesions form in embryos as a result of maternal exposure during gestation (34, 35) . Our results suggest that point mutations resulting from TLS across these lesions may emerge at the earliest stages of embryo development, with the implication of genomic sequence alterations being propagated throughout the adult organism, as well as its own germ line.
The contrast between DDT mechanisms employed in the bypass of BP-G and CPD sheds new light on the unique status of pol among TLS polymerases. Deficiency in this polymerase in human patients results in the XPV syndrome, the only form of xeroderma pigmentosum that is not caused by disruption of the NER pathway. XPV is characterized by extreme UV sensitivity and increased skin cancer predisposition (36, 37) , that are recapitulated in pol knockout mice (38) . No equivalent phenotype directly attributed to faulty DNA damage handling has been reported in relation to any other TLS polymerase. Pol performs TLS across CPD with efficiency and accuracy unparalleled by TLS of any other lesion tested and, unlike other TLS polymerases tested, does not require the aid of any other TLS polymerase for lesion bypass (23, 25, 39, 40) . Based on the findings presented in this work, we propose that it is the unavailability of an alternative DDT pathway for CPD that placed pol under the selective pressure that drove it to evolve to this degree of specialization. Meanwhile, the parallel operation of HDR relaxed selective pressure driving polymerase specialization in TLS across BP-G, and possibly other lesions, resulting in their lesser performance.
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